Northwest Applicators Meet in Yakima, Nov. 30-Dec. 1

A broad, informative program has been cast for the annual conference of the Northwest Chemical Applicators Assn., Nov. 30 and Dec. 1, in the Chinook Hotel, Yakima, Wash. The conference is open to management personnel only.

Main subjects of discussion will be taxes and bookkeeping, aimed at small service businesses; finances for the applicating business and a study of when and when not to expand; and a view of what is meant by public relations, why it is necessary, and some of the mechanics of how it works.

Applicators attending the luncheon will be addressed by Joe Dwyer, director, Washington State Department of Agriculture.

An equipment display at the Yakima airport will be climaxed with an aerial exhibition.

Included in the schedule are business meetings, election of officers, addition of a board member, and changes in the constitution.

For details write John G. Wilson, Executive Secretary, Northwest Chemical Applicators Assn., 814 Second Ave., Seattle, Wash. 98104.

California Weed Conference Meets in Fresno, Jan. 19-21

A program of broad interest to members of the vegetation control industry is being readied for the 17th California Weed Conference meeting Jan. 19-21.

According to Dr. David Bayer, Botany Dept., University of California, Davis, the program will cover various aspects of weed control as a science, losses attributed to weeds and the cost of their control, brush control, selective weed control in crops, range weed control, and equipment.

This year's annual meeting is set for the Hacienda Motel, Fresno, Calif. For details write Dr. Bayer.

Washington State Workshops Slated for ’65 License Retest

Two workshop programs arranged by Washington State U. Extension specialists, in cooperation with the Department of Agriculture, are scheduled to be held in Bellevue and Yakima, Washington, as an aid to retest applicators for 1965 licenses.

The Bellevue workshop is scheduled for Nov. 17-19 in the auditorium of the Puget Sound Power & Light Co. Registration begins at 8 a.m. with emphasis based on treatment of ornamentals.

In Yakima the workshop will be held in Chinook Hotel, Dec. 2-4 with aerial spray and crop work as the primary subject. Examinations for 1965 licenses will be given in the afternoon of the final day of each program.

Applicators planning to attend these workshops are advised to review fundamentals of their work, since the workshops will be devoted to information directed to requirements of the new examination.

---

**designed for the PROFESSIONAL!**

Myers DU-ALL Sprayers are specially designed for the professional applicator. Versatile enough to handle a wide range of spraying jobs. Tough enough to take the rugged, day-to-day treatment required by professionals. Economical enough to provide effective, low cost coverage for greater per-job profits.

New, Du-All sprayers are available in wheel or skid-mounted models, capacities from 2-10 GPM, tanks in 150 or 200 gallon sizes. Boom attachments optional.

Myers also makes a full line of sprayers with pump capacities from 2-50 GPM, pressures to 800 PSI, tank sizes from 12½ to 1,000 gallons. See your local Myers Sprayer Dealer for details.

---
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